
Hari Om! On the auspicious occasion of Pujya Gurudev's Jayanti on May 8th,
this entire issue is dedicated to Pujya Gurudev. Many different "Gurudev and

I" contributions in the form of poems, essays, drawings, and creative work will
be interspersed throughout this newsletter.

Chinmaya E-Tej
May/June 2021
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Code of Conduct for Chinmaya Mission Members By thought, word and deed, every member of the Chinmaya Mission
should try to live up to and fulfill the motto as well as the pledge of the Mission. He should spare time daily to do

meditation and scriptural study. Once a week, on any convenient day, he must offer worship at a nearby temple with the
members of his family. He should discover a life of harmony first at home. It is expected of him that he does not, on any

account, create any domestic unhappiness. If there are children at home, he will have, at least once a week, satsang at
home, with mainly members of the family, wherein the reading of Ithihasas like Rāmāyaṇa and Mahābhārata, or Puranas

like Bhagavatam, in a language the children know, would form an important part. When he meets another Mission
member, he greets him with “Hari Om.” Daily offering of pranāms to the elders in the house by the younger ones should

be followed and inculcated by Mission Members.
=====================================================================================

On Shri Anandamayi Ma 
On May 13, Bangalore celebrated the sacred occasion of the 84th birthday of Shri Anandamayi Ma. Pujya Gurudev flew
to Bangalore for the occasion and spoke there. Great saints and sages are people who cannot be compared with ordinary
mortals, who work in the world ever seeking satisfaction. Saints need nothing. They desire nothing. They want nothing.
They live in themselves experiencing exquisite Bliss and Perfection. All that they wish is to share their joy with others.

Our scriptures explain that the highest state of Consciousness, the Atman, does nothing, but by Its mere presence,
everything in creation gets “activized,” drawing energy from It. In the Rāsa-krīḍā, we have the picture of the motionless

Entity, Shri Krishna, around whom dance the gopis. Another such motionless Entity of the highest perfection, who is
silent and action-less, is Ma. Such silent mahatmas are the most eloquent. Such a mastermind is very rare in any period of
history. The very look of such evolved souls who are ever centered in the Supreme is sufficient to change the world. When
the well-educated (sa-akshara) behave as though not educated (ra-akshasa) compromising with their convictions, society
falls spiritually, morally, materially and culturally. For cultural revival, masters like Ma sit in one corner, and attract and

enchant. The embodiment of the essence of our culture, the symbol of the Reality itself is in front of us in the form of Ma.
Let us bow down to her on this auspicious occasion.

Pujya Gurudev on Anandmayi Ma
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Swami Chinmayananda
Swami Chinmayananda Saraswati (born as Balakrishna Menon on 8th May 1916) inspired the formation of Chinmaya

Mission in 1953, which is a worldwide non-profit organisation, to spread the knowledge of Advaita Vedanta, the essence
of the teachings of the Vedas.

He had close links with Sri Ma Anandamayi right from his stay in Rishikesh, where he was with his sannyas guru Swami
Sivananda. He later studied under Tapovan Maharaj in Uttar Kashi.

He taught the Bhagavad Gita, the Upanishads, and other ancient Hindu scriptures in English across India and the world.
The Chinmaya Mission has more than 300 centres world-wide. He wrote many books including commentaries on the

major Upanishads and Bhagavad Gita.
His work continues to provide cultural and spiritual instruction globally; he left the body on 3rd August 1993.

Swami Swaroopananda has now taken over the reins of the Mission from Swami Tejomayananda.
Below are some photos taken during Sri Ma’s visit to the Sandeepany Sadhanalaya, the Mumbai Ashram in mid 1970s,

courtesy of Chinmayananda Mission.

Continued...

In the spring of 1979, Pujya Gurudev Swami Chinmayananda was among a group of distinguished swamis who were
invited to speak at the 83rd birthday celebration of Anandamai Ma held in Bangalore.

It is said that Anandamai Ma showed great affection for Swamiji on that day. Gurudev also reciprocated with much
reverence and affection. He had previously met Anandamai Ma on two occasions:

She had been a guest at Sandeepany Sadhanalaya Powai in 1975; and, although the exact date of his first meeting with her
is unknown, it was sometime during his days in Ananda Kutir when he was a student of Vedanta. Swamiji had developed

a problem with his practice of pranayama (breath-control exercises advocated in Yoga) and Swami Sivananda had sent
him to Anandamai Ma for assistance.

Pranayama had led him to be constantly hungry, no matter how much he ate. It is reported that Anandamai Ma asked for
four rotis to be brought, and directed Swamiji to eat a bit from each. She then asked him to place the rotis on his head and

also place his right hand on top of the rotis.
The problem got cured! In later years, Swamiji related this incident in Delhi, and said, “Which shastra says that you keep

jhuti (already tasted food) rotis on the head and the jhuta hand on the rotis, and it will reduce hunger?” Gurudev was
indicating the #greatness and divinity of Anandamai Ma.

(From Chinmayananda Facebook page.) 3



CHYKs have also been involved in volunteering
for several events. For example, Chinmaya E-Tej
is currently being written by a team of CHYKs.
Members of CHYK also helped with the CMSJ

Adi Shankara Jayanti program, sang bhajans
before Sohamji’s discourses, and volunteered
during the May 8th Chinmaya Upahar sale. 

 
More information about CHYK SJ activities can

be found at chyksanjose.webnode.com

Chinmaya Mission Yuva Kendra (CHYK) SJ is the youth group of
CMSJ. In May, they completed their study of Chapter 17 of

Bhagavad Gita under Brahmachari Sohamji’s guidance. Over the
final three weeks, fifteen CHYKs presented their personal reflections

on different topics from the chapter. During the summer break,
CHYKs coordinated two summer series themselves: one on

discourses by Swami Mitranandji on “Life and Management”, and
one on the Mananam text “Tuning to God.”

 
At the conclusion of the Balavihar year, CHYK SJ organized a

“Welcome to CHYK” event to help transition graduating twelfth-
grade students to CHYK. This included an “Overview of CHYK”
presentation, Q&A with current CHYK members, and connecting
graduate students to the local CHYK chapters in their new cities.

 

CHYK San Jose Summer Update
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The E-Bala Vihar Summer
Camp began on Monday, June
14th this summer! Swains and
Bramhacharins commenced

online with a video from
Swami Swaroopananda-Ji,

followed by an introduction to
the material being taught this

summer. Younger ones had the
opportunity to get introduced
to different shlokas they will

be learning along with arts and
crafts, and older age groups

started with the material right
away. The camp is held

Monday thru Friday 8-10
A.M., and registration is still
open! Here’s a video with a

recap of Week 1!

Summer Online Balavihar Camp

http://chyksanjose.webnode.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gSSn_Qoh87k


This summer, we celebrated our dear
Pujya Guruji’s 71st birthday virtually on

Wednesday June 30th. We prayed for
Guruji’s long-lasting health on this

auspicious occasion and received his
blessings on this special day. Swaranjali
teachers put together a musical program
“Bhakti Samarpan” of Poojya Guruji’s
compositions. We humbly offered this

token of gratitude at Poojya Guruji's feet.
It is wonderful to see the continuous
participation globally from various
centers to come together during this

celebration. 

Virtual Birthday Celebrations - Pujya
Guruji (Swami Tejomayananda)
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CHYK West has been organizing interactive Satsang series for CHYKs to interact
with various Swamins and Sevaks. Booklight, the name of the study series,

unpacked and discussed the original work of “We Must” by our very own Pujya
Gurudev. “We Must” is a set of clear directives for practical living and spiritual

growth for our youth, ever-relevant for our turbulent times. Booklight was
fortunate to be blessed and kicked off by Pujya Swami Swaroopananda, Global
Head of Chinmaya Mission, with nearly 100 in attendance. Each session was
complete with a two-chapter debrief, Q&A, and insights into the life of Pujya
Gurudev from His most beloved devotees. As COVID-19 set in, the Booklight

team integrated the whole Chinmaya family of all ages and introduced bi-weekly
CHYK-only discussions to maintain the original focus. Here you can find more
information about the series which breaks down the various topics in session. 

 
CHYK West had a special virtual series named Booklight that ran from January to

June. It incorporated active participation from the CHYKs via a three-week
rotating format. The first week, Brahmacharini Shubhaniji explained one sadhana
from Sadhana Panchakam. The next week, the CHYKs discussed that sadhana in
breakout rooms. In the third week, three CHYKs shared their personal reflections

on the sadhana. In this way, all the sadhanas from the first verse of Sadhana
Panchakam were given time for in-depth reflection in the six-month series. If you
are interested in viewing the recordings, the first and third weeks of each cycle are

available on CHYK West’s Facebook page.

CHYK Booklight Initiative

https://chinmayamissionwest.com/booklight-study-series/


Swami Chinmayananda
By N. Ravichandran (Pandit Ravichandran)

Reprinted from Tapovan Prasad, December 1982
 

It is not untrue to say that, even in this century there was are many saints and sages, known and unknown to the world,
who are dedicated to the protection of Dharma. At the same time it is to be regretted that we are ignorant about our own

religion and the scriptures. Many may not be aware that the cause of all conflicts and chaos that prevail in the world today,
particularly in our country, is due to our neglect of religion and indifference toward the study of our scriptures. While this

is so, it is to be noted that United States and many othe Western countries, who are pioneers in the field of science and
technology, have taken to the study of our scriptures, which proves that peace lies in religions. It is crystal clear that the

cause of this phenomenon is that the great soul, Swami Chinmayananda, who has been tirelessly engaged in the
propagation of our ancient spiritual culture to humanity has spread far and wide, and, he is being lovingly called y his

devotes as “Pujya Gurudev”.
 

Whom do we call a Mahatma? We can say that a Mahatma is one who scrifices his life for the welfare of humanity,
dissolving all his personal interests, without any expectation in return. That is why we call Gandhiji a Mahatma, who
sacrificed his life for securing freedom for our country. In the same way, there are many great saints in India who are

devoted to the task of liberating man from spiritual ignorance and leading him to the right goal of human life, by
preaching religion and by practicing what they preach.

 
Thirty years back, Pujya Gurudev came down from the holy and tranquil atmosphere of Himalayas, for spreading the

spiritual culture of India among the masses and lifting them up from the mire of immoral life. The seed that he sowed then
has now grown to a vast tree under the banner of “Chinmaya Mission” providing fruits of knowledge to the spiritually

hungry and spiritual shelter to those who are scorched by the heat of the transmigratory life. 
The Mission stands for the Advaita Philosophy re-established by Adi Shankaracharya – a philosophy that encompasses

everything and rejects nothing. Pujya Gurudev engages himself mainly in giving discourses on Bhagavad Gita in English
under the title “Geeta Gyana Yagna”, in addition to teaching Upanishads and introductory Vedantic texts. He has so far
done 336 such Gyana Yagnas at various places in India. The method of exposition is unique, for Swamiji explains the

texts through familiar illustrations picked up from our day-to-day experiences in life and presents it in a dramatic style so
that anybody can understand even the most difficult topics.

Pujya Gurudev by Panditji
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One of the outstanding achievements of Swamiji is the establishment of the Sandeepany Sadhanalaya of Bombay. As

institution to teach Vedanta and Samskrit through English medium. Young students are selected from India and abroad for
instruction in the ancient Gurukula style, free of any cost to the students. Sandeepany West in USA for Americans and

Sandeepany Himalayas for teaching through Hindi medium, are conterparts of Sandeepany, Bombay. Pujya Gurudev is all
the time devoted to Lord Krishna, that he gave the name of Krishna’s teacher, “Sandeepany”, to his Vedantic schools. The
students trained here are deputed to various parts of the country to engage themselves in in the missionary work, following

the footsteps of Pujya Gurudev. They also impart their knowledge to interested public, in their mother tongue.
 

To meet the needs of various cross-sections of the society Pujya Gurudev conceived and implemented various schemes
like Bala Vihar Yuva Kendra, Study Groups, Devi Groups etc. for children, teenagers, householders and ladies. This is

only to mention a few of them the aim of all these schemes is to infuse spirituality and moral values in all the participants
according to their capacities and disposition of mind. Pujya Gurudev has written lucid commentaries in English on

Upanishads and other Vedantic texts, numbering more that 100. His famous commentary upon Gita, titled “Holy Gita”,
has been placed in all the rooms of all the Five Star Hotels in India. Further, Swamiji has started many schools and

colleges at various places and built hospitals and temples at select places. He has thus devoted himself not only to spiritual
cause but also to the social welfare of human beings. 

 
Pujya Gurudev has dedicated his life to the point of self-sacrifice for the fulfilment of his aim of making people aware of
their immortal religion. In the year 1980, when Swamiji was touring Chicago, (USA) on a lecture visit, he felt pain in the
heart and told some devotees about it. He was admitted in the Boston Hospital. The doctors examined his heart and were
dumb-founded at the wonderful phenomenon of Swamiji’s continued functioning when the blood circulation had almost

stopped. They performed heart surgery and advised him total rest for a few months and that he should not exert himself for
more than 45 minutes in a day thereafter. But Swamiji could not contain himself, and, even while taking rest, he continued

his teachings to the devotees. Today the 45 minutes restriction stands for rest and relaxation. 
 

When some devotees asked him why he was straining himself against the advice of doctors, he replied: “I work only for
45 minutes. The rest of the work is carried out by “Narayana” through me.” This shows the extent of Swamiji’s devotion

and total surrender to Lord Krishna. 
 

It has been said by the wise, “if there is one sage in the world, rains will pour for him (meaning, prosperity will accrue)
benefiting all the people.” May we therefore cognize the value of human birth and make the best use of it by contacting
such great masters and treading their path. The only way to discharge our obligations to them is to fulfil their aims by

imbibing their teachings ins our lives. 
 

Continued...
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Every Saturday at 11 AM, Sohamji guides us through
Tattvabodha (the knowledge of our essential nature) a

text written by Adi Shankaracharya. These sessions are
led with a discussion followed by a Q/A. In the text,

Bhagawan Adi Shankaracharya ji states that the essence
of all the sources of happiness is Chaitanya swarupa.

Bhagawan Adi Shankaracharya ji introduces the seeker
to the science of life by defining precise terminologies
used in Vedanta. This precision prepares a sadhaka for

increased understanding and deeper inquiry when
studying the Upanishads. If you are interested in joining

the discourse, please attend the session here.

Tattvabodha

In Chapter 2, Lord Krishna explains to Arjuna why he
should fight this Dharma Yuddha from multiple

perspectives. A good teacher meets the student at their
level of thought, connects with them, and helps to elevate
the student’s vision to their own vantage and Bhagavan is

a teacher par excellence. From an absolute level, there
are no others, and all beings that seem to perish are

actually manifesting and returning back to an unmanifest
state within that Sat Vastu which alone absolutely exists

and is our true nature. At the level of jiva, of
conditioning, if one can understand the nature of karma

and the nature of Bhagavan, they too can become
fearless. By doing good karma, one is unburdened by
anxieties of the future, because Bhagavan, as karma

Phala data, will ensure the concomitant fruits are
delivered to the ones who performed the right actions. By
understanding and accepting that this body is constantly
perishing one can also become fearless, knowing that as
this body and all bodies were born, so too will they die. 
From the perspective of swadharma, which is cultivated
by past karmas and our current svabhava, Arjuna is also

advised not to give up fighting the war as it would
undermine his character and reputation. May we all

continue on this path, examining our fears, until we reach
abidance in fearlessness, in knowledge.

 

Srimad Bhagavad Gita

Every Monday and Wednesday at 8pm, Soham-Ji guides us
through Sri Ramacharitamanasa by Goswami Tulsidasji.

Throughout these past months, Soham-ji begins each class
by singing some verses from the actual literature and then
explaining the meaning in the context of the epic. He then
shows us a more applicable way to imbibe them into our
daily lives. Towards the end of class, Sohamji recites Sri

Rama Nama Sankeernam and even addresses questions from
previous classes. We hope you join us in listening to

Tulsidasji’s words of wisdom and Soham-ji's guidance
which can help us all further our relationship with

Bhagawan. If you are interested in attending, please join the
classes here.

Sri Ramacharitamanasa

On Tuesdays and Thursdays mornings, we studied
a text called Atmabodha with Soham Ji. 
Atmabodha means "Self-knowledge." 

It is a short treatise on Advaita Vedanta, the
philosophy of Non-dualistic Vedanta. It consists of

sixty-eight Sanskrit verses and is composed by
Shankaracharya, the great philosopher of non-

dualism. The verses describe the way to the
attainment of the knowledge of the Atman. 

This text is a Prakarna Grantha since all the ideas
are systemically cleared. The text has been divided

into different subjects based on their verses.
Shankaracharya Ji wrote this instruction manual for
those who do not have the capacity or time to read
the voluminous traditional texts such as the Vedas
and Upanishads. This text will summarize what we

can practically apply to our lives.
Do check out the videos on Youtube and get into

the depth of this Prakarana Grantha.

Atmabodha

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82874312387
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82874312387
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82874312387
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82874312387
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O1YrTuFRiEo&list=PLjHWThc-6fiaEwqgmzYwTdMsG8rUnGQKJ


Over 60 CMSJ Seniors and members from our other centers meet
monthly for Vanaprastha meetings to talk about topics based on

Vibhishana Gita. In May, the seniors enjoyed listening to
Sohamji talk about ‘Facing our Fears’. In addition, typically there

are visiting speakers who spoke on various topics of interest to
our seniors. 

After the guest speakers spoke, the meetings were followed by
Chair Yoga led by Jagan Subbarao with some “Gupshup” with
the topic “Best vacation of my childhood. Vanaprastha Satsang

continues to meet on the last Friday of each month at 10:00 AM.
The purpose of these Satsangs is to provide seniors a harmonious

balance between action and inaction and comfort and security
within a like-minded community. If you would like to participate

in these meetings, please sign up here.

Vanaprastha Meetings

मनुज का जीवन ह ैसंगीत ।।
कम� ही �वर है �वरसंयोजन ।

राग अनुभव, �व�वध �व�न�मृत ।।१।।
 

कम� ही �वर है फल ह ैगूँज ।
�वर सुंदर तो गूँज मधुर है ।। २।।

 
राग �व�वध के �व�भ� रस ह� ।
भाव यथा हो तथानुभव ह ै।।३।।

 
शांत क�ण �ृंगा�रक व�सल ।

अ��त हा�य वा रो� भयानक ।।४।।
 

जीवनग�त के ताल �व�च�  ह� ।
लय भी �व�म�बट म�यम �त ह।ै।५।।

 
सब रागो म� षङ्ज समान ह।ै

जीवनराग म� वह भगवान ह।ै।६।।
 

जीवन पूण� ह ैपूण���ा से ।
मनबु�� लीन हो पूण���ा म� ।।७।। 9

Jeevan Hein Sangeet

CHYK Satsangs
Under the guidance of Sohamji, our CHYKs have

continued their ongoing study of the Bhagavad Gita. In
this chapter, Bhagawan Sri Krishna delves into the topic
of Shraddha (faith) and also explains how to channelize
our goals through Tapas. Just like before, Sohamji sends
a recording every week on selected portions of the text as

well as questions to ponder when watching the
recordings. During the meetings, CHYKs are put into
breakout rooms to discuss the answers to the question,

and also reflect on certain verses, and have a Q/A session
afterward with everyone. Some attendees share their

talents at the end through a rendition of American/Indian
bhajans, instruments, poetry, and more! If you would like

to participate in these meetings, please email
chyk@cmsj.org. (chyksanjose.webnode.com)

Life is just like the notes of music. Each action that
we perform is like the seven svaras that are sung in

different scales.
Sa, Re, Ga, Ma, Pa, Dha, Ni. (1)

Our karmas are the svaras of this journey, and our
experiences are the various ragas that emerge from

them. If the svaras are beautiful, the melody is sweet;
in the same way, if our karmas are good, our

experiences will be sweet. (2)
Every day, Life shows us various emotions, just like
the various ragas evoke different emotions. Peace,
sorrow, love, wonder, humor, anger, and fear; as is

the emotion within, so is our experience of the world.
(3&4) 

Just like the taal in music life also moves at a
different pace: slow, medium, and fast (5)

Just like the unchanging substratum of all ragas is
'Sa', the unchanging substratum of Jeevan raga is

Bhagwan. Life is complete only with the one who is
complete, my Bhagawan. May my mind dissolve in

Bhagawan. (6&7)

जीवन ह ैसंगीत (Jeevan Hein Sangeet ) by Swami Tejomayananda Ji
On Poojya Swami Tejyomananda Ji's birthday, we thought of highlighting one of his bhajans composed and sung by him. 

In this bhajan, Guru Ji has compared our life to music, where our karmas are the svaras of our journey, and our
experiences are the various ragas that emerge from them. Just as 'Sa' is the unchanging substratum of all ragas, our Jeevan

raga's substratum is Bhagwan. 
Swami Ji is asking for the Lord's blessing that may all our minds end in our Bhagwan. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeeEntJfbojbHlquJKGHbmI-uUOO0DB9MjragxZssn4TjB2Zg/viewform?usp=send_form
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeeEntJfbojbHlquJKGHbmI-uUOO0DB9MjragxZssn4TjB2Zg/viewform?usp=send_form
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeeEntJfbojbHlquJKGHbmI-uUOO0DB9MjragxZssn4TjB2Zg/viewform?usp=send_form
mailto:chyk@cmsj.org
http://chyksanjose.webnode.com/
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While all of us feel the impact of the novel coronavirus, the
burden falls most heavily on those who have been

marginalized in our society. Homeless people, those on the
poverty line, individuals without health insurance are all

feeling the pinch most of all, as many struggle to get even a
single meal for the day.

Many students around the country rely on schools to provide
free or low-cost meals. Many of the children in these families
have no other way to get their meals for the day. With most

schools around the nation closed until further notice, many of
these families are struggling to get additional basic necessities
met. This summer we have exceeded our target goal of $250K

to support those suffering around us. From partnering with
organizations such as HomeFirst and Arcata House to Tower

Foundation of San Jose State University, we have been able to
reach a broad audience in our community that is in need. As

we transition into the Fall and Wintertime in 2021, we will be
continuing to partner with these organizations and additional
ones as well to support them. If you are interested in donating
or have specific organizations that you are looking to support,

please reach out to us on the CMSJ website page here.

COVID-19 Relief Efforts Update

Adi Shankara Jayanti 2021
We celebrated Adi Shankara Jayanti at the ashram on Sunday,

May 16th. The event started with bhajan singing by the
Swaranjali teachers. Pandit Ravichandran-ji led the puja

ceremony, and Soham-ji explained the significance of the
Adhyasa Bhashya while chanting it on Shankaracharya-ji’s

birthday. This year’s format was unique as a multimedia
presentation showed the major life events of Adi
Shankaracharya’s and its correlation with Swami

Chinmayananda’s journey. Here are more pictures from the event.

https://www.cmsj.org/covid-19-relief/
https://photos.app.goo.gl/fo8W31avhyvqCqHa6


 Poojya Gurudev’s Jayanthi is very dear to all of us, and while
celebrating His birthday is something we look forward to and
enjoy every year. This year, his 105th Jayanthi, was especially
unique. As a testimony to Gurudev’s vision of “catching them
young,” we hold a tradition to celebrate the graduating seniors

of Balavihar on Gurudev’s Jayanthi as a symbol of
commencement into the path of wisdom. With Gurudev’s

blessings, this year the graduation ceremony took place with
utmost care and precaution, adhering to all the COVID-19

safety regulations. The occasion hosted around 40 students in
person and many others online, and this time there were some
special additions. The students had the opportunity to spend

some of the most pensive and intimate moments with Gurudev
in the special reflection room that curated some of His thought-
provoking quotes. Apart from that, senior students of Balavihar
took the effort to compile reflections from students of all grade

levels and from all the Bay Area centers into an online
yearbook. What better way could there be to celebrate your

graduation than by spending time to reflect on the knowledge
you have gained?

 

Poojya Gurudev’s 105th Jayanthi 2021
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 The students also received a bag with materials for them
to join along from home during the Gurudev Jayanthi
pooja. In addition to the graduation, everyone had the

opportunity to visit the Chinmaya Upahar sale which had
many exclusive goodies including silk-cotton saris,

kurtas and Kurtis, Pashmina shawls, jewelry, and many
more. Chinmaya Upahar is the Chinmaya Mission gift

shop, and the proceeds support Chinmaya Mission
activities and CORD (Chinmaya Organization for Rural
Development). Gurudev’s 105th Jayanthi was overall a

very simple yet heartwarming celebration and
personalized to everyone who attended! Here are more

pictures from the event.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1GZpvSdREgaC3kreryp5uTkJeZYoatSi2


Pujya Gurudev on The Three Principles

To realize our full spiritual Nature is to experience the fullness of life. As long as we have not attained this state of being,
our intellect will continue to suggest methods for overcoming feelings of imperfection, which manifest as desires. Desires

are nothing but an expression of the ignorance of our real Nature. This ignorance has made us identify with body, mind
and intellect, and is the cause of our egocentric life of pains and limitations. Therefore, there is no achievement more

sacred and glorious than the realization of our true identity with the unlimited, eternal Self.
 

The purpose of Religion is to eliminate ignorance through spiritual practices until the devotee comes to gain the light of
wisdom. Ignorance, manifesting as desires on the mental plane, extend themselves as actions in the world. Therefore,
spiritual masters advise that the most practical way of overcoming ignorance is through controlling our actions. They
suggest that we first purify, and regulate these actions. All religions advocate qualities such as goodness, kindness,

tolerance, mercy and selflessness. They insist on moral and ethical perfection as the fundamental condition for spiritual
evolution. Without these qualities we will end up far short of the goal, even after a lifetime of devotion and worship.

 
Let us try to understand the scope of these moral and ethical values as explained in Hinduism. The three corner stones
upon which the temple of Hinduism has been built are self-control, non-injury and truthfulness. The vast amount of
spiritual literature in India is nothing but annotations, amplifications and commentaries upon these three principles.

Ancient Indians planned their individual, communal and national life upon these three fundamental duties.
 

When these values are practiced they enable us to master our mind, which leads to mastery over ourselves, and the world
around us. Although these principles are essentially the same in all religions, differences may appear due to the way in
which they were presented to meet the needs of the people of the time. These three moral codes of behavior are: self-

control (brahmacharya), non-injury (ahimsa), and truthfulness (satyam). They are the source of all values, and refer to the
three layers of our personality: physical, emotional and intellectual.

 
Self Control

 
The physical body longs for contact with the world of objects in order to gain sense gratification. The eyes wish to see

beautiful forms and colors, the tongue craves good food, the nose likes to smell pleasant fragrances and so on. But when
we continue to live only for the gratification of our sensual demands, passions multiply and ultimately consume us. To

avoid such a condition, discipline (brahmacharya) at the physical level is prescribed. The meaning of the word
brahmacharya has been so badly distorted that the real value of this discipline has been lost. Brahmacharya is an attitude

of intelligent contact with the world. It does not mean a total denial of the sense enjoyments, but only insists on not
overdoing anything. Thus to read, watch television, talk, or walk too much, or to eat a morsel more than necessary would

be considered as breaking the vow of brahmacharya. When we live in self-control we discover in ourselves a renewed
dynamism, and become pillars of strength in society.

 
If this sacred doctrine is not followed, we abdicate our freedom and become slaves to the everchanging circumstances of

life. Thus, brahmacharya is a value to be lived at the physical level.
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Continued...

Non-Injury
 

The second discipline, prescribed for the mental level, is non-injury (ahimsa). Ahimsa does not simply mean non-killing
or non-injury at the physical level. It is to be understood as a mental attitude regarding our relationship with others. Non-

injury is the spirit that should dominate the realm of our motives. Sometimes it is necessary that our actions be cruel
although the underlying motive is totally loving and kind. Shakespeare beautifully expressed this idea in Hamlet, “I am
cruel only to be kind.” For example, a surgeon may outwardly appear to be cruel while performing an operation but is
motive is honorable. Such actions, though causing physical pain, would be considered as ahimsa. Non-injury is not a

passive ineffectual attitude. Restraining the wicked to protect the good is the very creed of every true Hindu.
 

Thus, non-injury as advised by the architects of the Hindu culture is a value of life to be applied at the level of our
motives. Our motives should be blessed and pure without any cruelty or hatred. In the execution of a pure motive, we may

have to weed out the thorny shrubs to make the garden beautiful again.
 

Truthfulness
 

Satyam or truthfulness is the means to govern our inner world of mind and intellect. The outer world is a great university
providing us with innumerable opportunities from which to learn. When these experiences have been well churned in our
mind and the intellect has come to a firm decision, we must have the honesty and conviction to act upon it. When we do
not make the full use of our mind and intellect, they lose their efficiency and we suffer as a result. Religion constantly
reminds us to exercise our mind and intellect through its insistence upon the principle, “Be truthful to your previously

gained wisdom.”
 

Thus, truthfulness enjoins us to live according to our intellectual convictions. We all have ideals, but we often fall prey to
our senses and compromise with them. This is dishonest living. Our dignity depends on our ability to live up to our

convictions at all times.
 

The edifice of life stands on these three great principles. By following them we can integrate our personality and gain
inner health. It is by this method alone that we can enjoy living in the world and develop the strength and courage to

overcome all our problems in life.
 

When a person has learned to live in perfect self-control, ever vigilant to gather knowledge from life’s experiences,
practicing non-injury in his motives, and being truthful to his convictions, he becomes the chosen child of nature to be

lifted to the top of the evolutionary ladder.
 

It is true, no doubt, that there are only a few in society who practice these great principles, but those few grow to such a
stature that they lead the world with an irresistible spiritual power. It is these people of heroic personality, with integrated

head and heart who will continue to guide humanity to new levels of spiritual evolution.
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About E-Tej
Hari Om! We are delighted and grateful to have you here. The Chinmaya Tej, now
known as E-Tej (virtually) as part of Chinmaya Mission San Jose (CMSJ), focuses
on key takeaways across event programmings and celebrations. Our team is
dedicated to producing a creative, simple, and elegant way to summarize the
purpose and ongoing activities of this center. Our newsletters are published bi-
monthly, and you can find the newest edition on our home page at cmsj.org and
older editions here. Stay tuned for our upcoming July/August newsletter!

http://cmsj.org/
https://www.cmsj.org/chinmaya-tej/

